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Five decades of insurance
litigation experience
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egal depth” and
“geographic reach”
are two qualities
that have caught
the attention of our
clients. We are a
small group of lawyers dedicated to insurance litigation, with experience appropriate for all levels of court in B.C. We offer
over 50 years of experience in insurance
litigation. But at the same time, our small
size allows us to offer competitive pricing.
Our legal depth has served a large
number of insurers well in the settlement and trial of complex property
and casualty claims, subrogation and
coverage. It has also served underwriters
and claims personnel well through our
advice on policy wording. Our resumé
includes the successful handling of
claims up to the Supreme Court of Canada, ranging from modest bodily injury
to billion-dollar class actions covering
multiple jurisdictions. Our lawyers have
published on important topics ranging
from complex construction defect cases
involving multiple parties, recreational
injury claims and commercial-host
liability to fire loss and soil subsidence claims. We boast a long-standing
reputation for excellence and credibility

Bilkey Law Corp. has an open door policy and welcomes calls from all claims personnel.

among our peers and at all court levels
in British Columbia.
Remarkable growth has recently allowed us to expand. From our offices in
Vancouver, Kamloops and Nelson, we’ve
put boots on the ground throughout
B.C. This geographic reach has proven
extremely attractive to our clients.
Our current objective is paperless data
management. One of our mottos is embracing change. It means that we listen to
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our clients and respond to their needs in
a changing marketplace.
Our door is always open. We welcome
calls from all claims personnel. Do we
always charge for our advice? No. We
welcome your business. IP
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David Bilkey is a partner at Bilkey Law Corp. In
his spare time he is also a professor of insurance
law at the Thompson Rivers University Law
School.

